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I am pleased to announce that, after many years of discussion, EAPS is now poised to get 20,000 square feet of new
program space, and MIT leadership has approved major
infrastructure repairs to the Green Building. Our vision is to build an “Earth and Environment
Pavilion” and provide a new entrance to the Green Building, with teaching, meeting, event, and
study space. This will not only give EAPS research greater visibility—for instance, to students
from all over campus who take classes in 54-100—but it will also promote engagement with
MIT’s Environmental Solutions Initiative, which will be co-located with EAPS. At the same
time, we will gain much needed new lab space in Building 4, enabling us to recruit faculty
and students whose experimental research requires state of the art wet labs. The Pavilion and
laboratory footprint in Building 4 will not only provide high quality program space but also
stimulate cross-campus collaboration and catalyze new synergies in our research and education programs. Altogether, we are expecting this to be a game-changer for EAPS.
Now we must roll up our sleeves and raise $30M to turn our vision into reality. This is a formidable challenge, but one I readily embrace. I am committed to seeing this blueprint for EAPS
future to fruition, and am confident that together we can meet the goal. I am deeply grateful
to Neil Pappalardo and Neil Rasmussen, leading members of the EAPS Visiting Committee, for
their advocacy and early philanthropic support. [read more on page 29, this issue]
Meanwhile, the EAPS community continues to change, with new faculty, staff, and students
joining us this year and next. Over the summer, EAPS appointed three outstanding new faculty
members: Dr. Brent Minchew, joining our Geophysics group in January 2018, and MIT alums Dr.
Julien de Wit, PhD ’14 (XII) and Dr. Katherine de Kleer ’09 (VIII, XVIII), who will be joining our
Planetary Sciences group in July 2018 and July 2019, respectively. We are also very pleased
to welcome 29 graduate students this year, along with EAPS HQ staff Senior Finance Officer
Natalie Liang and Academic Administrator Megan Jordan, replacing Mark Pendleton and Vicki
McKenna who have both retired after many years of dedicated service to EAPS and MIT.
EAPS Planetary Sciences has been in the news lately with key contributions to the exciting
discovery of the TRAPPIST-1 planetary system which dominated the headlines last spring, and
with EAPS faculty and alumnae taking leading roles in NASA missions from New Horizons to
OSIRIS-REx, and more recently the Lucy and Psyche missions. I hope you will enjoy reading
about our progress in this planetary edition of EAPS Scope. With the recent arrival of 51
Pegasi b Postdoctoral fellow Dr. Jason Dittman, and two dynamic young faculty members
about to join our planetary sciences group, we are confident that EAPS will continue to thrive
and lead in this field for decades to come.
Thank you for your ongoing support and encouragement, and please do not hesitate to contact me for further information about EAPS and our plans for the future.
Yours sincerely,

Robert van der Hilst
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A DEEP
DIVE INTO
PLANETS
THE INNATE HUMAN DESIRE TO UNDERSTAND the origins of our own world and our place in the universe fuels the
questions EAPS scientists seek to answer. Questions such as:
How do planets form and evolve? What role do atmospheres
play in their evolution, and how might this inform us about
our own environmental changes? What can exoplanets tell
us about our own solar system? Do other Earth-like planets
exist? Could they be harboring life?

Since the first astronomy course was taught in the department in 1956, EAPS scientists have been making major
discoveries and leading pioneering missions across our solar
system and beyond. With advances in radar mapping we provided the Apollo program with the first detailed topographic
maps of the Moon. We laid the groundwork for the Mariner 10
mission’s discovery of Mercury’s magnetic field and probable
molten core, and the recent high-resolution gravitational
maps of the Moon and Mars. Our research has led from finding the first evidence of Pluto’s atmosphere to the startlingly
beautiful photos of Pluto’s icy surface taken by the New
Horizons spacecraft. And our scientific gains have very practical applications. The first detection of an atmosphere on an
exoplanet has driven innovations in satellite technology and
instrumentation, laying the groundwork for projects like the
TESS (Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite) space telescope,
designed to find planets orbiting bright nearby stars, scheduled to launch in 2018.
HOW DO EAPS SCIENTISTS CONDUCT THEIR WORK?

With boundless curiosity, EAPS planetary scientists and students break boundaries between disciplines, integrating the
fields of physics, chemistry, biology, astronomy, and the geosciences. We explore the outer limits, collecting data not just
from telescopes all over the world and in space, but also from
field observations, radar, robotic probes and landers—and, of

course, from experiments in the lab, computer simulations,
and mathematical modeling—as only MIT can.
Many EAPS faculty are engaged in NASA missions: most recently the New Horizons mission to Pluto that beamed brilliant
images of the icy dwarf planet back to Earth. EAPS alumna
Cathy Olkin ’88, PhD’96 was Deputy Project Scientist on the
New Horizons team that also starred EAPS Professor Richard P.
Binzel, along with other EAPS alumni and graduate students.
In 2011, former EAPS Department Head Professor Maria
Zuber, now MIT’s Vice President for Research, became the
first woman to lead a NASA spacecraft mission as PI for the
Gravity Recovery and Interior Laboratory (GRAIL) mission that
explored our moon’s gravity field and geological structure.
Other current missions with key EAPS faculty involvement
include the Arcsecond Space Telescope Enabling Research
in Astrophysics (ASTERIA), the Transiting Exoplanet Survey
Satellite (TESS), and the OSIRIS-REx mission to bring back
asteroid samples to Earth.
And in January of this year, NASA announced its selection
of two new robotic missions: the first to study and map the
metal asteroid Psyche; and the second called “Lucy,” which is
a first reconnaissance of the population of primitive asteroids
orbiting in tandem with Jupiter called the Trojans. The Psyche
mission—which includes prominent roles for Maria Zuber
(leading the gravity investigation), Richard Binzel (asteroid
composition expert), and Benjamin Weiss (leading the magnetometer investigation)—is led by former EAPS professor Lindy
Elkins-Tanton ’87, SM ’87, PhD ’02, now director of Arizona
State University’s School of Earth and Space Exploration.
Meanwhile, the Lucy mission again involves Richard Binzel
and EAPS alumna Catherine Olkin ’88, PhD ’96, who serves as
a deputy principal investigator. »

Artist’s conception of the TRAPPIST-1 system’s seven planets; Image credit: NASA

Planetary Sciences Professor Ben Weiss runs the Paleomagnetism Laboratory with its magnetically shielded clean rooms
which can measure the magnetic properties of extraterrestrial
samples. The Lab focuses on interdisciplinary problems in
planetary science, geology, and geophysics, like the history of
solar system magnetism and planet formation, and developing
sophisticated new magnetometry instrumentation to accompany NASA and European space missions.
Our own Wallace Astrophysical Observatory—which was once
directed by James L. Elliot (1943-2011), professor of planetary
astronomy and physics at MIT, whose research led to groundbreaking discoveries of the rings around Uranus and Pluto’s
atmosphere—now hosts six telescopes, including two with
their own domes.
Our methods and techniques are as diverse as our research
topics. We also investigate Earth-like processes such as tectonics, sedimentary layering, riverbeds, and glaciers at distances
that range from Mercury to Pluto. Signs of ancient rivers and
oceans could indicate the presence of life, and the evolution of
atmospheres and climates of other planets could lead to further discoveries about our own climate and its future trajectory.
And we learn how planets form, studying meteorites more than
4.5 billion years old and sampling the remnant building blocks
of planets that survive today as asteroids and comets.
In this issue of EAPS Scope, we take a deep dive into planets.
Among the many stories in these pages, you can learn about
Sara Seager and TESS, the space telescope launching in 2018
designed to find temperate, rocky planets orbiting bright nearby
stars, with the goal to identify targets that could be well-suited
for the detection of life with the powerful James Webb Space
Telescope. You will hear from postdoc Julien de Wit—soon
to become a junior faculty member in EAPS—who is leading
MIT’s collaboration in the SPECULOOS project, a network of
small, ground-based telescopes with a similar goal, in search of
terrestrial planets around nearby ultracool dwarf stars. Closer
to home, read about research scientist Christopher Carr who
is working with Maria Zuber on the Search for Extraterrestrial
Genomes project (SETG) to build a sequencing tool to enable
the isolation, detection, and classification of extant or preserved organisms on Mars, Europa, and Enceladus. You will hear
of the adventures that await asteroid explorer extraordinaire
Richard Binzel over the next decade, including three projects
designed by MIT students. From Ben Weiss’s lab, hear how the
magnetic fields of meteorites can offer important new insights
into the timeline of our solar system and the early composition
of planetary bodies. And, last but not least, read about the jewel
in EAPS crown that is the Wallace Astrophysical Observatory,
a powerful observational astronomy incubator which has
steered generations of EAPS students into careers in planetary
science and space exploration over almost five decades. ¨
EAPS planetary research spans a wide gamut, from analyzing
tiny meteorite slivers, to designing space instrumentation, to
scanning the far reaches of the galaxy for evidence of life.
Image credits: K. Dayton; NASA; ESO/G. Lambert
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FACULTY NEWS

FACULTY SPOTLIGHT
Seminal work by EAPS faculty members recognized by the American Geophysical
Union, National Academy of Engineering, National Academy of Sciences, and NASA.

SAMUEL A. BOWRING , the Robert R. Shrock Professor of Geology, was awarded the Walter H. Bucher Medal
of the American Geophysical Union in December 2016, in recognition for, “original contributions to the basic
knowledge of [the Earth’s] crust and lithosphere.”

Bowring’s work using high-precision U-Pb zircon geochronology to examine rates of geological and biological processes in deep time has revolutionized scientists’ ability to more closely pinpoint the timing of events
in early Earth history. Areas of particular interest include the earliest history of the Earth, the origin of continental crust, thermal evolution of orogenic belts, and the age and duration of major extinction events.

DARA ENTEKHABI , the Bacardi and Stockholm Water Foundations Professor in MIT’s Departments of Civil
and Environmental Engineering and Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences, will be inducted into the
National Academy of Engineering for, “leadership in the hydrologic sciences including the scientific underpinnings for satellite observation of the Earth’s water cycle.”

Entekhabi is the science team leader for the NASA Soil Moisture Active/Passive (SMAP) satellite launched
in 2015. SMAP is measuring soil moisture and soil freeze/thaw status using two instruments: radar and a
radiometer. Work in his group spans a variety of topics in hydrology, including land-atmosphere interactions,
surface water/groundwater interactions, data assimilation, and remote sensing.

SUSAN SOLOMON , the Lee and Geraldine Martin Professor of Environmental Studies at MIT, accepted the
2017 National Academy of Sciences Arthur L. Day Prize and Lectureship for lasting contributions to the
study of the physics of the Earth, and whose lectures will provide solid, timely, and useful additions to the
knowledge and literature in the field.

Solomon has been a leader in the fields of atmospheric chemistry and climate change for three decades.
In 1986, Solomon proposed that novel chemistry was taking place and then used optical techniques to
demonstrate that chlorine and bromine released by chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) gases were responsible for
the ozone “hole” over Antarctica, which had been discovered just a year earlier—findings that contributed
to the establishment of the Montreal Protocol to reduce emissions of CFC gases beginning in 1987. Thirty
years later, Solomon used observations and model calculations to identify the first signs of the recovery of
the Antarctic ozone layer, an indication of the progress and effectiveness of the Montreal Protocol.

MARIA ZUBER, the E. A. Griswold Professor of Geophysics, received the NASA 2017 Eugene Shoemaker Distinguished Scientist Medal, “for her significant scientific contributions throughout the course of her career.”

Zuber’s research focuses on the structure and tectonics of solid solar system objects. She specializes in
using gravity and laser altimetry measurements to determine interior structure and evolution and has been
involved in more than a half-dozen NASA planetary missions aimed at mapping the Moon, Mars, and Mercury,
as well as several asteroids. She was principal investigator for the lunar Gravity Recovery and Interior Laboratory (GRAIL) project, and as such became the first woman to lead a NASA spacecraft mission. Zuber currently
serves as MIT’s Vice President of Research.
FROM TOP
Sam Bowring, Dara Entekhabi,
Susan Solomon, Maria Zuber
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FACULTY NEWS

AWARDS AND HONORS
Department of Earth,
Atmospheric and Planetary
Sciences faculty continue to earn
numerous awards and honors,
in recognition of their leadership
in their respective fields.

Associate Professor of Geobiology TANJA BOSAK received a Geological Society of America
Geobiology and Geomicrobiology Division award for her work answering questions about
early life and its habitats.
In recognition of contributions to meteorology and climate science, specializing in moist
convection in the atmosphere and tropical cyclones, KERRY EMANUEL , Cecil and Ida
Green Professor of Earth and Planetary Sciences and Co-Director of the Lorenz Center, was
elected to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.
RAFFAELE FERRARI, the Cecil and Ida Green Professor of Earth and Planetary Sciences
and Chair of the EAPS Program in Atmospheres, Oceans and Climate, received the 2016
Robert L. and Bettie P. Cody Award in Ocean Sciences from the Scripps Institution of
Oceanography for, “pioneering efforts toward understanding the nature and rates of oceanic
mixing and their consequences for the general circulation.”

Cecil & Ida Green Assistant Professor of Geobiology GREG FOURNIER received MIT’s
2017 Charles E. Reed Faculty Initiatives Fund Award for work studying “The Evolution of
a-Carboxysomes and Earth’s Early Atmosphere.”
Professor of physical oceanography PAOLA MALANOT TE - RIZZOLI has been invited to
give the Rachel Carlson Lecture at the American Geophysical Union 2017 Fall Meeting.
The Rachel Carson Lecture honors the life and work of marine biologist Rachel Carson
and is given by a female scientist who exemplifies Carson’s work with cutting-edge ocean
science, especially science relevant to societal concerns.
In addition to earning the NAS Arthur L. Day prize [see page 7, this issue], SUSAN SOLOMON
was recognized with The Royal Society’s 2018 Bakerian Medal and will give the Bakerian
Lecture in Spring 2018. She was also named an honorary Fellow of the UK’s Royal
Meteorological Society, and became the Lee and Geraldine Martin Professor of
Environmental Studies at MIT.

RETIREMENTS
2016-17 marked a major
milestone for several of our
faculty and staff, who retired
after many years of hard work,
leadership, and dedication
to the department.
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FACULTY NEWS

SELIN AWARDED TENURE

NOELLE SELIN is nationally and internationally recognized for her work on understanding
the pathways from emissions to impacts for
atmospheric pollutants in policy-relevant ways.
Her research focuses on using atmospheric
chemistry modeling to inform decision-making
strategies on air pollution, climate change,
and toxic substances, including mercury and

persistent organic pollutants. She has also
published articles and book chapters on the
interactions between science and policy in international environmental negotiations, focusing in particular on global efforts to regulate
hazardous chemicals and persistent organic
pollutants. Selin is an active participant in the
MIT Joint Program on the Science and Policy
of Global Change and also serves as Associate
Director of MIT’s Technology and Policy Program. She holds a primary appointment in MIT’s
Institute for Data, Systems, and Society (IDSS.)
Selin came to MIT in 2007 as a Postdoctoral
Associate at the Center for Global Change
Science after completing her PhD at Harvard in
Earth and Planetary Sciences. She joined MIT’s

Earth Systems Division (ESD) as an Assistant
Professor in 2010 with a joint appointment in
EAPS. She was promoted to Associate Professor
in July 2015, at the same time ESD transitioned
to become IDSS.
A regular contributor to the journal Environmental Science and Technology (ES&T), Selin
was co-author of two submissions which were
selected as the top paper in environmental policy in the ES&T publications Best Papers of 2016
and Best Papers of 2015. The 2016 publication
“Costs of IQ Loss from Leaded Aviation Gasoline
Emissions” was the first assessment of the annual costs of IQ loss due to lead emissions from
aircraft for the continental United States.

FOLLOWS AND MCGEE PROMOTED
In July, the Executive Committee of the Corporation approved the promotion of Michael
Follows to full Professor and David McGee to
Associate Professor.

from the United Kingdom, Follows holds a PhD
from the School of Environmental Sciences at
the University of East Anglia. He is a Fellow of
the American Academy of Microbiology.

MICK FOLLOWS seeks to understand how
the interactions of physical, chemical, and
biological processes modulate the structure
and function of marine microbial communities
and regulate the oceanic cycles of carbon and
nutrient elements on global and climate scales.
Using idealized theory, numerical models, and
the analysis of observed data, he and his group
seek to identify the relationships of individuals and communities to their environment,
connecting cellular-scale processes to global
microbial community structure. In particular,
through his leadership of the MIT Darwin
Project, his team has created a marine ecosystem model that, when initialized with many
phytoplankton types whose physiological traits
have been determined stochastically, results in
emergent community structure and biogeography consistent with known distributions of
microbes in the global oceans.

DAVID MCGEE’S research focuses on understanding the atmosphere’s response to past
climate changes. By documenting past changes
in precipitation and winds using geochemical
measurements of stalagmites, lake deposits,
and marine sediments and interpreting these
records in the light of models and theory, he
aims to offer data-based insights into the
patterns, pace, and magnitude of past hydroclimate changes. His primary tool is measurements of uranium-series isotopes, which
provide precise uranium-thorium dates for
stalagmites and lake deposits and allow reconstructions of windblown dust emission and
transport using marine sediments.

Follows joined the MIT faculty in 2013, subsequently assuming a secondary appointment in
Civil and Environmental Engineering. Originally

McGee joined the faculty in 2012 after completing a postdoctoral fellowship with a joint
appointment at the University of Minnesota
and the Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory
and now serves as Director of Terrascope, MIT’s
freshman learning community. He holds a PhD
in Earth and Environmental Sciences from
Columbia University.

Mick Follows

David McGee
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FACULTY NEWS

EAPS
WELCOMES
NEW
FACULTY
KATHERINE DE KLEER
Assistant Professor of Planetary Sciences — July 2019
De Kleer is a postdoctoral fellow in the Astronomy Department at
the University of California, Berkeley. Her research focuses on characterizing active processes on planets and satellites in the outer solar
system through near-infrared and millimeter observations of their
atmospheres and surfaces.
Inspired by the “bizarre” volcanic activity on Jupiter’s moon Io,
de Kleer studies the composition of planets and moons—including
the relationships between their atmospheres, surfaces, and interiors.
She tracks the evolution of Io’s powerful volcanic eruptions through
high-resolution telescope images in order to investigate the satellite’s
heat flow and interior. She also conducts advanced studies of the
atmospheres of Uranus and Neptune to gain insight into their circulation and cloud activity.
Currently, de Kleer is expanding her observational work on Io’s geological activity, and will study the other Galilean satellites—Europa,
Ganymede, and Callisto. Through collaboration with Caltech scientists
and novel experiments at the Keck, Subaru, and ALMA telescopes, she
is pursuing a deeper understanding of the fundamental physics of
planetary bodies, setting the stage for future explorations of geological and biological activity on exoplanets.
Katherine de Kleer received her PhD in Astrophysics from the University of California, Berkeley in 2017 and has held an NSF Graduate Research Fellowship there since 2013. She is also one of the four 2017
Heising-Simons Foundation inaugural 51 Pegasi b Fellows announced
in January. De Kleer holds SB degrees in mathematics and physics,
with a minor in astronomy, from MIT (2009).
Read more about the research:
http://w.astro.berkeley.edu/~kdekleer
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FACULTY NEWS

JULIEN DE WIT

BRENT MINCHEW

Assistant Professor of Planetary Sciences — July 2018

Assistant Professor of Geophysics — January 2018

De Wit, a Belgian national, formerly a graduate student in EAPS at MIT
and now a postdoctoral associate working in the Seager Group, has
developed and applied innovative analysis techniques over the past
five years to map exoplanet atmospheres, study the radiative and tidal
planet-star interactions in eccentric planetary systems, and constrain
the atmospheric properties and mass of exoplanets solely from transmission spectroscopy.

Minchew is a geophysicist working to understand the interactions
between climate, the cryosphere, and the solid Earth. He uses a combination of geodetic observations—primarily interferometric synthetic
aperture radar (InSAR)—and physical models to study dynamical
systems and their various responses to environmental forcing.

In February 2017, de Wit was a member of the international team, led
by University of Liège colleague Michaël Gillon, that announced the
discovery of seven temperate Earth-sized planets orbiting TRAPPIST-1,
a small, ultra-cool star just 40 light years from Earth. TRAPPIST-1’s
planets are among the strongest planetary candidates to date in scientists’ search for life outside our solar system.
De Wit now plays a critical role in the TRAPPIST and SPECULOOS
projects initiated with Gillon, leading the atmospheric characterization
of the newly discovered TRAPPIST-1 planets, for which he has already
obtained startling results with the Hubble Space Telescope. His efforts
are now also focused on expanding the SPECULOOS network of telescopes to continue the search for new potentially habitable TRAPPIST1-like systems.
De Wit was recently named Under 35 Innovator of the Year (Belgium)
2017 by MIT Technology Review and will travel to Paris in the fall to
contend in the all-Europe round of the annual Innovators Under 35
competition sponsored by the publication.
Read more about the research:
https://eapsweb.mit.edu/people/jdewit

The bulk of Minchew’s research focuses on the dynamics of extant
glaciers, with an emphasis on the mechanics of glacier beds, ice-ocean
interactions, and ice rheology. By modulating ice flow and directly
influencing glacier erosion rates, these factors play critical roles in
glacier and ice sheet evolution, the dynamic response of glaciers to
climate change, and the impact of glaciers on landform evolution and
the global carbon cycle over human and geological timescales.
Minchew’s preferred approach to understanding complex systems is
to focus on short timescale variations (hourly to sub-decadal) in the
dynamics of large-scale systems in response to known forcings. Examples of this work include spatiotemporal observations and models
of the dynamic response of glaciers to surface meltwater flux, ocean
tidal forcing, and ice shelf thinning.
Minchew is currently an NSF Postdoctoral Fellow working in the Ice
Dynamics and Paleoclimate Team at the British Antarctic Survey in the
United Kingdom.
Minchew received his PhD in geophysics from the California Institute
of Technology in 2016. He holds BS and MS degrees in aerospace
engineering from the University of Texas at Austin.
Read more about the research:
http://web.gps.caltech.edu/~bminchew/
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A NEW WINDOW
ONTO THE STARS
In the search for extrasolar life, the upcoming NASA TESS space-based telescope mission promises an unprecedented
view of the nearest stars, with the prospect of identifying temperate, rocky worlds in orbit around them.
ABOVE THE BLURRING EFFECT of Earth’s
atmosphere, space telescopes are a critical
tool for finding the types of small rocky worlds
scientists believe are most likely to harbor life—
and soon, as part of the NASA TESS (Transiting
Exoplanet Survey Satellite) mission, Sara Seager,
Class of 1941 Professor of Planetary Sciences
in MIT’s Department of Earth, Atmospheric and
Planetary Sciences (EAPS), and her colleagues
will have a clearer view.

Scheduled to launch in 2018, the MIT-led
mission is an all-sky survey hunting transiting
exoplanets around stars that are less than 200
light-years away. TESS will carry four identical
wide-field 16.8 megapixel CCD cameras, each
covering 24o x 24o of the sky with a 100-mm
aperture and seven stacked lenses to bring it
all into focus. In a two-year survey, TESS will
cover 400 times as much sky as the NASA
Kepler space telescope mission. In the process,
TESS will examine more than 200,000 bright,
nearby stars and will likely find thousands of
new exoplanets with orbital periods up to about
50 days—with hundreds being Earth-sized and
super-Earth-sized (which are worlds no larger
than twice the size of Earth).
Where Kepler’s goal was to answer how
common Earth-size planets in Earth-like orbits
are—and it has surely opened humanity’s eyes to
a galaxy teeming with exoplanets—TESS seeks
to answer where the nearest temperate rocky
planets might be.
As Deputy Science Director for TESS, Seager anticipates what the next decade in exoplanetary
1 2 E A P S S COP E | 2017-2018

research promises. “Kepler only looks at 1/400
of what TESS will observe in the sky. Exoplanets
that are identified by TESS can then be followed
up and researched further using ground-based
telescopes,” she explains. “TESS will look at stars
that are nearer and brighter than the ones Kepler has studied. Many Kepler exoplanets cannot
be followed up by ground-based telescopes for
mass measurements since they are too far away.
With both the size and the mass of an exoplanet, you can learn the density, and TESS opens
that door because it looks at the nearest and
brightest stars.”
Sara Seager’s star began rising while a graduate
student in the mid-1990s, at a time when the
first reports of exoplanets around Sun-like stars
were beginning to appear. “Encouraged by my
PhD supervisor, Dimitar Sasselov, I began studying the atmospheres of so-called hot Jupiters.
At the time, many scientists were skeptical of
the new planets, preferring to believe other interpretations of the data, such as star variability.
Others thought the claims I made in my thesis
would never be substantiated,” Seager recalls.
But exoplanets kept turning up and Seager’s
early work has, of course, since been emphatically validated.
After earning her PhD from Harvard in 1999,
Seager joined the cadre of postdoctoral fellows
at the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton,
NJ, where she benefited enormously from the
mentorship of the late John Bahcall. “Unlike
most scientists at the time, John supported my
new ideas in exoplanets with almost unbounded
enthusiasm, and it was his support that enabled

me to initiate several new topics in exoplanet
characterization,” Seager recalls.
“My research now focuses on theoretical models
of atmospheres and interiors of all kinds of
exoplanets as well as design and execution of
novel space science missions,” Seager says. Her
research has introduced many new ideas to the
field of exoplanet characterization, including
work that led to the first detection of an exoplanet atmosphere. She was also a member of
the team that co-discovered the first detection
of light emitted from an exoplanet, and the first
spectrum of an exoplanet.
Exoplanet biosignature gas research by Seager
and her colleagues aims to push the frontiers
to consider biosignature gases on planets very
different from Earth, and also to consider as many
molecules as possible, so we do not miss our
chance to identify gases that might be produced
by life. [see Zhuchung Zhang, page 30, this issue]
But TESS itself won’t be able to look for
atmospheres and biosignature gases. As a
survey mission, TESS will detect the presence of
exoplanets and identify the best candidates for
follow up atmospheric characterization by larger
ground- and space-based telescopes—such as
the James Webb Space Telescope, which also
launches in 2018.
Seager explains, “What we’re looking for with
TESS is rocky exoplanets with solid surfaces
at the right distance from their stars. We think
these will be the best candidates for follow-up
observations that fall within the ‘habitable

zone’ and be at the right temperatures for liquid
water on their surfaces.”
To help accomplish this, TESS will focus on M
dwarf stars, a class of stars that are significantly
smaller, cooler, and more common than our Sun,
with several characteristics which make them
prime targets in the search for habitable planets
which may be followed up for signs of life.

days or so, rather than every 365 as for Earth—
and are easier to detect, since the further away a
planet lies from its star, the less likely it is to be
observed passing in front of it when surveyed
from afar.

Being smaller, it is easier to detect planets
around M-class stars. For example, the transit
technique searches for the dips of light induced
when a planet masks part of its star as it circles
around in orbit. That dip is directly proportional
to the relative size of the bodies—the smaller
the star the larger the flux dip, and thus the
easier detection of planets.

Seager has likened the search for exoplanets to
a funnel where you pour in lots of stars. “At the
end of the day, you have loads of planets, and
from there you need to find the rocky ones,” she
explains. “We’re expecting TESS to find more
than a thousand planets smaller than Neptune,
including dozens that are comparable in size to
the Earth. It is our hope that public data releases planned at 4-month intervals throughout the
mission will fuel immediate community-wide
efforts to study the new planets in more depth,
accelerating discovery.”

And because M-class stars are cooler, the distance
a planet has to be from its star in order to be in a
sufficiently temperate zone to allow life to exist
is significantly smaller than for other stars. As a
result, transits happen more frequently—over ten

“TESS’s legacy will be a catalog of the nearest
and brightest stars hosting transiting planets—
a catalog that will endure as the most favorable
targets for detailed investigation until, and beyond, discovery of life outside our solar system.”

The lens assembly on each of TESS’s
four cameras is made up of seven optical
elements, shown here being prepared for
testing at MIT’s Lincoln Labs.The cameras
are arranged to pro ide a

field o

view. From its unobstructed vantage point in
high-Earth orbit, TESS will tile the sky with
26 observation sectors and spend at least 27
days staring at each one.
Image credits: MIT Lincoln Labs; NASA

Read more about the research:
http://bit.ly/sara-seager
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High in the Chilean Atacama Desert at the
European Southern Observatory’s Paranal
site, SPECULOOS telescopes “Europa”
and “Io” search the skies of the southern
hemisphere for transiting exoplanets as part
of a network of six instruments. EAPS future
faculty Julien de Wit and his colleagues
from the University of Liège are working
to continue to expand the network of
telescopes in the northern hemisphere at
Teide Observatory in the Canary Islands.
Image credit: P. Aniol/ESO/Paranal/SPECULOOS

ONE OF THE MOST SIGNIFICANT goals of
modern astronomy is to discover if life exists on
exoplanets circling other stars—and innovations
in ground-based telescopes are paving the
way to reach this goal within the next generation. Inexpensive and easy to deploy, these
new small-diameter telescope projects offer
an exciting opportunity to significantly boost
the scientific returns of the next generation of
advanced observatories, like the James Webb
Space Telescope (JWST) launching in 2018.

Julien de Wit PhD ’14 (XII), a postdoctoral associate in the Seager Group in MIT’s Department
of Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences
(EAPS), is part of the team that announced the
exciting discovery of three temperate, terrestrial
planets orbiting a nearby small, ultra-cool star
(TRAPPIST-1) in 2016. At just 40 light-years
from Earth, TRAPPIST-1’s planets are among the
strongest candidates to date in scientists’ search
for life outside our solar system.
This seminal discovery, and the subsequent
detection of four additional planets in the
TRAPPIST-1 system, was a real game-changer
in the quest to discover signs of life. Using a
prototype 60cm robotic instrument focused on
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just 30 ultra-cool stars, the TRAPPIST project
(TRAnsiting Planets and PlanetesImals Small
Telescope)—with principal investigators Michaël
Gillon and Emmanuel Jehin of the University of
Liège, Belgium—proved that even the tiniest,
coolest stars can amass enough orbital material
to lead to the formation of planets, and that
such stars are optimal targets for the discovery
of exoplanets amenable to imminent habitability assessment.
TRAPPIST-1’s are the first exoplanets with
conditions possibly hospitable to life that are
suitable for thorough atmospheric studies with
the JWST. Using the transit method to detect
and study temperate terrestrial planets (characterized when planets cross in front of their host
star), relatively dim ultra-cool stars allow for a
substantial amplification of a planet’s signal—
up to 100 times that found when studying
larger Sun analogs.
Using the Hubble Space Telescope, de Wit, who
plays a critical role in leading the atmospheric characterization of the newly discovered
TRAPPIST-1 planets, got a first peek at the
atmospheres of the two innermost planets,
revealing them to be compact, much like Earth,

NEW WORLDS.
NEW DISCOVERIES.
In the last two decades, thousands of planets have been found beyond our solar system. Among them, a few dozen
could potentially harbor surface conditions suitable for life. However, until now, we have only been able to speculate, as
detecting life on these planets was totally out of reach. But the SPECULOOS project is changing the game by detecting
terrestrial planets around nearby small stars that are well-suited for the detection of life with emerging technologies.

Venus, or Mars. The pre-screening TRAPPIST
enabled indicates that detailed follow-ups using
the much more costly JWST can be optimized.
De Wit, whose appointment as a future faculty
member in EAPS was recently announced [see
page 11, this issue], is now focused on expanding
a network of telescopes on Earth to continue
the search for new potentially habitable TRAPPIST-1-like systems, with viewpoints from both
the northern and southern hemispheres.
The TRAPPIST-1 discovery was achieved in
the prototype phase of the project SPECULOOS (Search for habitable Planets Eclipsing
Ultra-cOOl Stars) which aims to survey all the
nearest and brightest ultra-cool stars for potentially habitable planets that would be well-suited for assessment with coming observatories—
like the JWST—to detect the biosignatures that
could indicate the presence of life. Michaël
Gillon is also Principal Investigator on the SPECULOOS exoplanetary search project.
“The JWST will have a nominal lifetime of just
5-10 years, so it is vital for us to identify the
most promising exoplanets now for further
investigation. In addition, studying planets like
TRAPPIST-1’s will also inform the development

of tools for the characterization of non-transiting worlds like that recently found orbiting our
Sun’s neighbor, Proxima Centauri,” says de Wit.
SPECULOOS is currently composed of a network
of six 1-meter diameter telescopes, with five in
Chile and one in Morocco. However, to optimize
its potential for detecting planets like those
orbiting TRAPPIST-1, efforts are underway to
widen our view of the northern skies by installing more SPECULOOS telescopes in northern
hemisphere astronomical sites. Each small
telescope costs approximately $1M.
MIT and the University of Liège have already
negotiated a draft agreement with Teide
Observatory (Tenerife, Canary Islands) to install
a first SPECULOOS telescope there, and work
continues apace to garner seed funding to
accomplish that goal. The agreement with
Teide also reserves space to accommodate up
to three additional instruments in future years
to further expedite the monitoring of the close
to 500 ultra-cool stars of interest within the
estimated lifespan of the JWST.
TRAPPIST-1 is currently the only system
with known temperate Earth-sized exoplanets

whose atmospheres can be studied in depth
with the Hubble Space Telescope and JWST,
and is the best (and only known) system available to pursue the search for extra-solar habitats, and to perform Earth-sized comparative
planetology. The discovery of the TRAPPIST-1
planetary system alone has catalyzed a storm
of scientific studies worldwide, with over 60
papers already published.
“The door now stands open to expanding our
understanding of planetary systems, habitats,
life, and ultimately our own planet, through the
discovery and study of new terrestrial exoplanets that can be characterized in depth,” says de
Wit. “This is new. This has the potential to be
paradigm-shifting.”
--EAPS is grateful to Peter Gilman for his early
support for the SPECULOOS project [see article
page 28, this issue]. If you would like to support
MIT’s participation in SPECULOOS, please contact
Angela Ellis at aellis@mit.edu or 617-253-5796.
Read more about the research:
http://bit.ly/dewit-exo
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THE
ASTEROID EXPLORER
Richard Binzel, Professor of Planetary Sciences
and Margaret MacVicar Faculty Fellow in MIT’s
Department of Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences (EAPS), is one of the world’s leading scientists in the study of asteroids and Pluto.
As the inventor of the Torino Scale, a method for
categorizing the impact hazard associated with
near-Earth objects such as asteroids and comets,
his ongoing telescopic research includes the
spectral characterization of asteroids posing a
potential hazard to Earth as well as those that
may be most easily reachable by future robotic
and human missions.
Binzel’s Pluto-mapping efforts in the 1980s
revealed a diverse surface entreating for exploration, finally achieved in 2015 as a co-investigator on NASA’s hugely successful New Horizons
mission. However, with Pluto now firmly in the
rear-view mirror—so to speak, although Binzel

and the New Horizons team remain engaged
in work to prepare for an encounter with a
secondary Kuiper Belt target—this latter-day
one-man Lewis and Clark remains occupied with
a dizzying array of solar system exploration.
BOUND FOR BENNU

NASA’s OSIRIS-REx spacecraft blasted off from
Cape Canaveral in Florida in September 2016
carrying MIT’s first student-built science instrument bound for interplanetary space. The SUVsized spacecraft is hurtling towards the asteroid
Bennu carrying MIT’s innovative REgolith X-ray
Imaging Spectrograph (REXIS). It took five years
and a great deal of ingenuity and fortitude from
Binzel and his ever-changing roster of around
60 students from MIT and Harvard to overcome
many technical setbacks and perfect their instrument in time for launch. REXIS will analyze
the interaction of the Sun’s X-rays with the soil,

or regolith, to identify chemical elements on
Bennu’s surface. The objective of the OSIRIS-REx
mission is to alight briefly—“like a mosquito”—on
the surface of Bennu to suck up a dust sample
that will be sealed in a capsule and dropped
back to Earth in 2023 for analysis. A mission
goal for REXIS is to help determine the best
locations for the robotic arm to reach out and
grab its sample.
Asteroids are remnants from the formation of
our solar system more than 4.5 billion years
ago and, based on telescopic measurements
by Binzel and other astronomers, asteroids like
Bennu are thought to have been a source of the
water and organic molecules for the early Earth
and other planetary bodies. NASA is optimistic
that precise analyses of the asteroid sample
from Bennu will yield results far beyond what
can be achieved by spacecraft-based instruments or by studying meteorites.
PSYCHED ABOUT PSYCHE

It was again Binzel’s asteroid composition expertise that brought him onto the roster of the Psyche mission announced in January 2017. Led by
principal investigator Lindy Elkins-Tanton ’87, SM
’87, PhD ’02—former EAPS faculty member and
now director of Arizona State University’s School
of Earth and Space Exploration (SESE)—the mission to visit a giant metal asteroid is expected to
launch in 2023, arriving at the asteroid in 2030,
where the spacecraft will spend 20 months in
orbit, mapping and studying its properties.
16 Psyche, an asteroid orbiting the Sun between
Mars and Jupiter, is made almost entirely of
nickel-iron metal. As such, it offers a unique
look into the violent collisions that created
Earth and the other terrestrial planets. Binzel
performed a detailed telescopic analysis in
Richard Binzel and graduate student Alissa
arle itness t e first i ages trans itted ac
to Earth from Pluto during the historic New
ori ons

ission

.

Image credit: NASA/Bill Ingalls/EPA

NASA technicians carefully mount MIT’s student-designed REXIS instrument to
the OSIRIS-REx spacecraft, which took off for asteroid Bennu in 2016.
Image credits: NASA

1994 showing all sides of Psyche were stripped
bare of its overlying crust, literally opening the
window for a future investigation.
“Visiting the asteroid Psyche will be the first
time humans will ever be able to see a planetary core,” says Elkins-Tanton. “The Psyche
mission will help us gain invaluable insights
into the metal interior of all rocky planets in our
solar system, including Earth.”
“This is an opportunity to explore a new type
of world—not one of rock or ice, but of metal,”
says Elkins-Tanton. “[The asteroid] 16 Psyche is
the only known object of its kind in the solar
system, and this is the only way humans will
ever visit a core. We learn about inner space by
visiting outer space.”
LUCKY LUCY

deputy principal investigator for Lucy. “Understanding the causes of the differences between
the Trojans will provide unique and critical
knowledge of planetary origins, the source of
volatiles and organics on the terrestrial planets,
and the evolution of the planetary system as a
whole,” says Olkin.
The Trojans orbit in two loose groups around
the Sun, with one group always ahead of Jupiter
in its path, the other always behind. At these
two so-called Lagrange points, the bodies are
stabilized by a gravitational balancing act between the Sun and Jupiter. Lucy’s complex path
will take it to both clusters. Over 12 years, with
boosts from Earth’s gravity, the spacecraft will
journey to seven different asteroids in total—six
Trojans and one from the Main Belt.
“No other space mission in history has been
launched to as many different destinations in
independent orbits around our Sun. Lucy will
show us, for the first time, the diversity of the
primordial bodies that built the planets, opening
up new insights into the origins of our Earth and
ourselves,” says Binzel.

MIT SET Mission will be propelled by sunlight
(though in this case solar electric propulsion)
to meet Apophis where the spacecraft will
characterize the asteroid inside and out before
and after the Earth flyby event. Binzel gives the
mission design credit to students who worked
together in a joint class between EAPS and
AeroAstro, with EAPS graduate student Alissa
Earle working as the Chief Scientist.
Launching in August 2026, the six-year mission
has three principle objectives: to understand the
bulk physical properties of Apophis, determining internal structural changes on Earth flyby,
and finally tracking the Yarkovsky Effect, the
force on a rotating body in space caused by the
anisotropic emission of thermal photons, which
carry momentum. Perhaps surprisingly, the MIT
student mission is the first significant attempt
to take on Apophis, which is 350 meters across
with a mass of 20 million metric tons.

On the same day NASA revealed its selection
of Psyche, a second mission involving Professor
Binzel was also announced. The Lucy Mission,
which will launch in 2021, is set to perform the
first reconnaissance of the Trojans, a population of primitive asteroids orbiting in tandem
with Jupiter. Binzel performed pathfinding
observations on the shapes and spins of Trojan
asteroids in the 1980s, noting, “I put my very first
UROP student to work on these in 1989.” These
exciting worlds are remnants of the primordial
material that formed the outer planets, and
therefore hold vital clues to deciphering the
history of the solar system. Scientists hope that
Lucy, like the human fossil for which the mission
is named, will revolutionize the understanding
of our origins.

On April 13, 2029, the asteroid Apophis will pass
by Earth at approximately 1/10 the distance
separating the Earth from the moon. This oncein-a-thousand-year event will provide planetary
scientists with a direct experiment revealing
how asteroid surface and interiors hold up to tidal stress. Binzel began studying the colors and
composition of Apophis in 2006, research made
possible thanks to MIT’s Magellan telescopes.

Focusing on the surface properties and orbital
characteristics of the asteroid are intended
to help improve the scientific community’s
understanding of asteroids as well as inform
planetary defense strategies. Measuring the
internal structure of Apophis before and after
an Earth close encounter will allow for a better
understanding of not only how asteroids are
constructed, but also how tidal stresses affect
them. And by following Apophis to measure the
thermal emissions and orbital characteristics,
the components of the Yarkovsky Effect can be
decoded, improving our ability to track and one
day potentially change the course of a hazardous asteroid bound for Earth.

The mission sees Binzel reunited with New
Horizons co-investigator and EAPS alumna
Catherine Olkin ’88, PhD ’96, who is serving as a

The asteroid Apophis is named after the Egyptian god of chaos and evil who was thwarted
by the god Set sailing a solar boat. Like Set, the

Read more about the research:
http://bit.ly/apophis-news
http://bit.ly/psyche-lucy
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TIMING IS
EVERYTHING
By studying the remanent magnetizations in ancient meteorites, a team from the Weiss Paleomagnetism Lab
determined that the solar nebula—the vast of disc of gas and dust that ultimately gave rise to the solar system—
lasted just 3 to 4 million years.
ABOUT 4.6 BILLION YEARS AGO , an enormous cloud of hydrogen gas and dust collapsed
under its own weight, eventually flattening
into a disk called the solar nebula. Most of this
interstellar material contracted at the disk’s
center to form the Sun, and part of the solar
nebula’s remaining gas and dust condensed
to form the planets and the rest of our solar
system. Now scientists from MIT and their colleagues have estimated the lifetime of the solar
nebula—a key stage during which much of the
solar system evolution occurred.

This new estimate suggests that the gas giants
Jupiter and Saturn must have formed within the
first 4 million years of the solar system’s evolution. Furthermore, they must have completed
gas-driven migration of their orbital positions
by this time.
“So much happens right at the beginning
of the solar system’s history,” says Benjamin
Weiss, Professor of Planetary Sciences in MIT’s
Department of Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary
Sciences (EAPS), “Of course the planets evolve
after that, but the large-scale structure of the
solar system was essentially established in the
first 4 million years.”
Weiss and MIT postdoc Huapei Wang, the first
author of this study, reported their results in
the journal Science. Their co-authors are Brynna
Downey ‘17, Clement Suavet, and Roger Fu from
MIT; Xue-Ning Bai of the Harvard-Smithsonian
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Center for Astrophysics; Jun Wang and Jiajun
Wang of Brookhaven National Laboratory; and
Maria Zucolotto of the National Museum in Rio
de Janeiro.
SPECTACULAR RECORDERS

By studying the magnetic orientations in pristine samples of ancient meteorites that formed
4.563 billion years ago, the team determined
that the solar nebula lasted around 3 to 4
million years. This is a more precise figure than
previous estimates, which placed the solar
nebula’s lifetime at somewhere between 1 and
10 million years.
The team came to its conclusion after carefully
analyzing angrites, which are some of the oldest
and most pristine of planetary rocks. Angrites
are igneous rocks, many of which are thought
to have erupted onto the surface of asteroids
very early in the solar system’s history and then
quickly cooled, freezing their original properties—including their composition and paleomagnetic signals—in place.
Scientists view angrites as exceptional recorders
of the early solar system, particularly as the rocks
also contain high amounts of uranium, which
they can use to precisely determine their age.
According to Weiss, “Angrites are really spectacular. Many of them look like what might be
erupting on Hawaii, but they cooled on a very
early planetesimal.”

Weiss and his colleagues analyzed four angrites
that fell to Earth at different places and times:
“One fell in Argentina, and was discovered
when a farm worker was tilling his field,” Weiss
says. “It looked like an Indian artifact or bowl,
and the landowner kept it by this house for
about 20 years, until he finally decided to have
it analyzed, and it turned out to be a really
rare meteorite.”
The other three meteorites were discovered
in Brazil, Antarctica, and the Sahara Desert.
All four meteorites were remarkably well-preserved, having undergone no additional heating
or major compositional changes since they
originally formed.
MEASURING TINY COMPASSES

The team obtained samples from all four
meteorites. By measuring the ratio of uranium
to lead in each sample, previous studies had
determined that the three oldest formed around
4.563 billion years ago. The researchers then
measured the rocks’ remanent magnetization
using a precision magnetometer in the MIT
Paleomagnetism Laboratory.
“Electrons are little compass needles, and if
you align a bunch of them in a rock, the rock
becomes magnetized,” Weiss explains. “Once
they’re aligned, which can happen when a rock
cools in the presence of a magnetic field, then
they stay that way. That’s what we use as records
of ancient magnetic fields.”

When they placed the angrites in the magnetometer, the researchers observed very little
remanent magnetization, indicating there was
very little magnetic field present when the
angrites formed.
The team went a step further and tried to
reconstruct the magnetic field that would have
produced the rocks’ alignments, or lack thereof. To do so, they heated the samples up, then
cooled them down again in a laboratory-controlled magnetic field.
“We can keep lowering the lab field and can
reproduce what’s in the sample,” Weiss says. “We
find only very weak lab fields are allowed, given
how little remanent magnetization is in these
three angrites.”
Specifically, the team found that the angrites’
remanent magnetization could have been produced by an extremely weak magnetic field of
no more than 0.6 microteslas, 4.563 billion years
ago, or, about 4 million years after the start of
the solar system.
In 2014, Weiss’ group analyzed other ancient
meteorites that formed within the solar system’s
first 2 to 3 million years, and found evidence of
a magnetic field that was about 10-100 times
stronger — about 5-50 microtesla.
“It’s predicted that once the magnetic field drops
by a factor of 10-100 in the inner solar system,

which we’ve now shown, the solar nebula goes
away really quickly, within 100,000 years,” Weiss
says. “So even if the solar nebula hadn’t disappeared by 4 million years, it was basically on its
way out.”
THE PLANETS ALIGN

The researchers’ new estimate is much more
precise than previous estimates, which were
based on observations of faraway stars.
“What’s more, the angrites’ paleomagnetism
constrains the lifetime of our own solar nebula,
while astronomical observations obviously
measure other faraway solar systems,” Wang
adds. “Since the solar nebula lifetime critically
affects the final positions of Jupiter and Saturn,
it also affects the later formation of the Earth,
our home, as well as the formation of other
terrestrial planets.”
Now that the scientists have a better idea of
how long the solar nebula persisted, they can
also narrow in on how giant planets such as
Jupiter and Saturn formed. Giant planets are
mostly made of gas and ice, and there are two
prevailing hypotheses for how all this material
came together as a planet. One suggests that
giant planets formed from the gravitational
collapse of condensing gas, like the Sun did.
The other suggests they arose in a two-stage
process called core accretion, in which bits of
material smashed and fused together to form
bigger rocky, icy bodies. Once these bodies were

massive enough, they could have created a
gravitational force that attracted huge amounts
of gas to ultimately form a giant planet.
According to previous predictions, giant planets
that form through gravitational collapse of gas
should complete their general formation within
100,000 years. Core accretion, in contrast, is
typically thought to take much longer, on the
order of 1 to several million years. Weiss says
that if the solar nebula was around in the first
4 million years of solar system formation, this
would give support to the core accretion scenario, which is generally favored among scientists.
“The gas giants must have formed by 4 million
years after the formation of the solar system,”
Weiss says. “Planets were moving all over the
place, in and out over large distances, and all
this motion is thought to have been driven by
gravitational forces from the gas. We’re saying
all this happened in the first 4 million years.”

--The Weiss Laboratory gratefully acknowledges
Thomas F. Peterson, Jr. ‘57 for his generous support.
Read more about the research:
http://bit.ly/weiss-news

Image credit: Hernán Cañellas; Brookhaven/DOE
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Mars Reconnaisance Orbiter image: NASA/JPL

The chemical and mineralogical composition of
sites like Volcan Copahue, Argentina (pictured left,
right) may represent a terrestrial analog of Meridiani
Planum on early Mars (top). EAPS scientist Chris
arr and is gro p se ot la and field or to
develop and test techniques and instruments which
could one day be used in space to detect life on
other planetary bodies in our solar system.
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Field images courtesy: C. Carr.

THE SEARCH FOR LIFE
CLOSER TO HOME
While the exoplanet community is training their techniques and telescopes on mind-bogglingly distant stars in hopes of
spotting an orbiting habitable planet, others are looking for signs of extra-terrestrial life in our own solar neighborhood.
MARS, EUROPA, AND ENCELADUS each
present a direct opportunity to find life beyond
Earth, since all demonstrate conditions that are
(or were) conducive to habitability—at least in
an Earth-centric sense, that is. Where there is
ample evidence that Mars once held liquid water on its surface, Europa and Enceladus (moons
of Jupiter and Saturn, respectively) are both now
known to have subsurface liquid water oceans.
While NASA’s Mars Curiosity Rover program is
not directly tasked with looking for life, it does
seek to assess the favorability of environmental
conditions to support it; for future missions to
Europa or Enceladus—and perhaps other Jovian
or Saturnine moons like Io or Titan—a direct
search for evidence of life is high on the agenda.

isolate, detect, and classify any extant and
preserved DNA or RNA-based organism.

impact crater might also connect to a deeper
subsurface via cave networks or lava tubes.”

In the context of searching for life beyond
Earth, Carr says, “With the advent and evolution of robust sequencing tools over the past
couple of decades, the time is now ripe to take
that technology off-planet, leveraging recent
developments in in-situ biological testing,
including portable DNA/RNA testing, to create
an instrument for use by robotic missions.”

As for the “ocean worlds,” any search for signs
of life on Enceladus would likely involve exploring its southern polar region either directly
or by sampling plumes that jet material from
the subsurface ocean into space. On Europa, it
would likely involve seeking out “chaos regions”—
spots conducive to exchange between the
surface ice and interior ocean. Identifying life
in these regions may also require improved
methods to detect and sequence non-standard
polymers, i.e. alternatives to DNA or RNA.

In particular, SETG could be used to test the hypothesis that life on Mars, if it exists, may share
a common ancestor with life on Earth.

Christopher Carr, a longtime research scientist
with MIT’s Department of Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences (EAPS), is also a
Research Fellow with the Department of
Molecular Biology at Massachusetts General
Hospital (MGH). With a passion for extra-terrestrial exploration, and a keen interest in the
potential for humanity to begin colonizing
another world, he serves as Science Principal
Investigator (PI) for the Search for Extra-Terrestrial Genomes (SETG) instrument project.

It is a widely accepted theory that the synthesis of complex organics, including nucleobases
and ribose precursors, occurred early in the
history of the solar system within the solar
nebula. Scientists hypothesize comets and meteorites would have delivered these organics
to multiple potentially habitable zones, (among
them Earth, Mars, Enceladus, and Europa)
during the so-called Late Heavy Bombardment
period, perhaps biasing the evolution of life
towards utilization of similar informational
polymers wherever life might have taken hold.
Meteoritic exchange might also have produced
shared ancestry, most plausibly for Earth and
Mars. Researchers studying the origins of life
have also identified common physiochemical
scenarios that could lead to the earliest life
forms using similar building blocks.

Led by co-PIs Maria Zuber, the E.A. Griswold
Professor of Geophysics at MIT and fellow
member of EAPS, and Professor Gary Ruvkun
of MGH, the interdisciplinary team behind
SETG brings together researchers and scientists from academia and industry, with support
from NASA, to develop an instrument that can

“I think our best bet is to access the subsurface
but this is going to be very hard,” says Carr. “We
need to drill or otherwise access regions below
the reach of space radiation that could destroy
organic material. Perhaps we can seek out fresh
impact craters. Such locations can expose material that wasn’t radiation-processed. A fresh

But looking for life is a tricky business. Overcoming the hazards associated with the extreme
environments of space, contamination, and false
positives propels scientists and engineers to the
very cutting edge of what is currently possible.

Exploring these environments naturally presents some serious engineering challenges. For
starters, it would require painstaking care to
prevent contamination. Such protections would
also be necessary to avoid false positives.
While this is critical for many instruments, a
sequencing-based approach can identify any
Earth contamination via sequence similarity.
And then there are the difficulties operating
a robotic mission in an extreme environment
poses. On Mars, solar radiation and dust storms
will always be an issue. But on Europa, there
is added danger posed by Jupiter’s intense
magnetic environment and resulting radiation.
Exploring water plumes on Enceladus enters
yet less-charted territory.
The ability to conduct in-situ searches for
life on other solar system bodies could help
answer the question: is carbon-based life universal? Finding examples that come from environments other than Earth should also help
prepare us for the kind of “close encounters” we
can only assume the future will bring.
Read more about the research:
http://bit.ly/setg-mit
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AN EYE ON
THE SKY
As MIT’s Wallace Observatory
nears half a century of observing,
teaching, and discovering, we
take a look behind the scenes at
the hard work and late nights.

teaching them how to do the research,” explains
Michael Person ‘94, SM ‘01, PhD ‘06, the observatory’s director. “Jim Elliot was long a supporter of
students involved in research,” Person says of the
observatory’s revered previous director James Elliot ‘65, SM ‘65, who led the Wallace Observatory
for more than 30 years before his death in 2011.
The idea of training the next generation of
astronomers drove the initial proposal for an MIT
observatory. Students had started to develop a
keener interest in astronomy in the 1960s, as the
Apollo program took off. After Neil Armstrong and
Buzz Aldrin, ScD ‘63, walked on the moon in the
summer of 1969, enrollment in MIT astronomy
courses spiked to 425 in the 1969-‘70 school year,
up from only 22 two years earlier. Students had
to borrow time on other institutions’ telescopes,
resulting in long waiting lists. MIT needed a
facility of its own.
At the time, MIT astronomers were already
known for their research in radio astronomy.
Several faculty members had made key discoveries by studying invisible radiation. In 1955,
physics professor Bernard Burke ‘50, PhD ‘53,
was part of a team that found radio emissions
from Jupiter; in 1962, his colleague Bruno Rossi
co-discovered the first source of celestial x-rays.
MIT president Howard W. Johnson saw “excellent
potential” for the school to make similar strides
in optical astronomy.

BY ALLISON MACLACHLAN, SM ’11 | MIT TECHNOLOGY REVIEW

FORTY MILES NORTHWEST of MIT in the
woods of Westford, Massachusetts, and away from
the worst of Boston-area light pollution, a barely
marked turn leads down a narrow dirt road to a
small white building. It’s unremarkable from the
outside, save for the two domes that rise, like
squat silos, almost to the height of the surrounding oak trees. But inside each dome is the means
to see into the heart of the solar system and
beyond. When the Wallace Astrophysical Observatory’s mechanical roofs are peeled back on
clear evenings, MIT astronomers can train WAO’s
telescopes into the depths the night sky.

The Wallace Observatory opened its doors 46
years ago this fall. A look back at its history—
and through its logbook—reveals how the science
of observing has evolved with technology. In
1971, Wallace’s computer controls made it cutting-edge; today the observatory’s equipment is
relatively modest compared with the enormous
telescopes trained on the skies in more modern
facilities. But MIT’s observatory has grown with
the times, making strides in teaching and re2 2 E A P S S COP E | 2017-2018

search. As it approaches its half-century, Wallace
has maintained a special place at MIT for far
longer than its creators imagined.
The facility has the look of a perfect hideaway
from which to observe planets and stars. The
building’s compact single story houses a computer data room, a kitchenette, a machine room,
and a workshop for fixing telescopes. A sign on
the door of a tiny room containing bunk beds
reads: “QUIET PLEASE, ASTRONOMER SLEEPING.” Celestial objects don’t move according to
human schedules; when there’s an important
astronomical event to observe, its timing dictates
work hours. “If an event is scheduled to happen
at three or five in the morning, it might be better
to get out here and have a few hours’ sleep
beforehand,” explains Timothy Brothers, WAO’s
site manager.
Since it opened in 1971, the Wallace Observatory has concentrated on both research and
teaching. “We depend a lot on student work and
time to get our results, and simultaneously we’re

Once the idea of an astrophysical observatory
gained support, the observatory itself needed a
site. However, not just any land would do. It had
to be near a major highway for easy access, far
enough from city lights to provide a dark night
sky for observing, and preferably far enough
inland to avoid the characteristic Boston fog.
After rejecting potential sites in Boston Harbor,
New Hampshire, and Connecticut, an unoccupied
hilltop was selected on an MIT-owned 1,300 acre
rural property which was already home to the
Millstone Radar and the 37-meter Haystack Radio
Observatory. The location was a perfect balance
of dark skies necessary for optical observations
and proximity to campus such that students
could be transported to and from the site on
a given night. It took approximately two years
to clear the forested site, construct the main
building, and install the telescopes and the two
respective domes.
George Rodney Wallace Jr. ‘13, a resident of
neighboring Fitchburg, offered to foot much
of the nearly $400,000 construction cost.
A paper-company president who’d been educated in chemical engineering, Wallace also
happened to love astronomy. He was 82 when

the George R. Wallace Jr. Astrophysical Observatory was dedicated in the fall of 1971.
In Wallace’s almost five decades of operation, scientists trained there have achieved several firsts,
including the discovery of mutual spin alignment
among members of asteroid families and the first
accurately predicted and observed occultation of
Kuiper Belt object Quaoar.
The equipment at Wallace may be modest by
today’s standards, but it is a remarkable improvement over what the facility started with.
In 1971, computerized controls were considered
revolutionary. Indeed, the computer controlling
Wallace’s 24-inch telescope made it 10 times as
efficient at precise tracking as manually guided
telescopes. The planning committee wrote that
thanks to this technology, the observatory would,
“rank among the most modern facilities of its
type anywhere in the world.”
Since then, the equipment has become much
more sensitive and reliable. This fall, scientists

at Wallace are replacing the 16-inch education
telescope which has served in the secondary
dome since the observatory’s construction. The
new telescope, currently being installed with
assistance from UROP students in the WAO
summer program, will be a fully-computerized
24-inch Corrected Dall-Kirkham design, more
than doubling the effective light gathering power
of the previous instrument. The education dome’s
retrofit is now complete, and telescope assembly
has already begun with the “first light” images
expected to be taken in the early fall.

four short years, it shows no signs that its time
will be up anytime soon. “We’ve got new equipment, more control systems, and we’re starting to
get even more interest in classes,” Brothers says.

Designed to be fully remote-capable, the new
telescope will be able to be controlled from the
MIT campus via a remote computer link, as well
as turned over to autonomous computer control.
However, Person assures, “A fully manual mode
will remain, as teaching students how to operate
telescopes and understand movements in the sky
is one of our most important missions out here.”

As Brothers puts it, “I think we have a hidden gem
out here.”

The Wallace Observatory was originally intended
to last just 50 years, but with that span up in just

The plan, says Person, is to keep expanding and
growing past the lifespan originally imagined.
“We’re not starting any countdown to the end,”
he says. As telescopes are refurbished, cameras are improved, and important findings keep
coming, Wallace remains a leader in student
astronomy research.

--This story has been adapted from the original.
Find it online: http://bit.ly/wao-history
To support the James L. Elliot (1965) Graduate
Student Support Fund, or the Wallace Observatory
Fund, please go to http://bit.ly/eaps-giving.

WALLACE UROP
STUDENT SPOTLIGHT
MICHAYE LEDFORD ’19 SAYS her passion for
planetary science, astrophysics, and astronomy
began with a unit on the solar system in second
grade. Now, as a newly declared major in Course
XII, she spent the past summer living her dream,
working on an Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program project (UROP) at MIT’s Wallace
Astrophysical Observatory (WAO) in Westford, MA.

Advised by WAO director Michael Person, Ledford
has had her telescopes trained on Triton, one of
Neptune’s moons, studying it in preparation for
a stellar occultation event on October 5th, when
NASA’s airborne observatory SOFIA will observe
Triton occulting star UCAC4 410-143659.

surface ices. Using techniques pioneered by WAO’s
previous director, James
Elliot, which ultimately
demonstrated seasonality
on Pluto, atmospheres are
most sensitively probed
from Earth using stellar
occultations, revealing
the temperature and
pressure profiles of these
atmospheres at a spatial resolution of a few
kilometers. Ledford’s work this summer lays the
groundwork for making such measurements in
the coming semester.

Person, a research scientist in the MIT Planetary
Astronomy Lab in EAPS, specializes in predicting and observing stellar occultations by small
bodies in the outer solar system. These fascinating objects exhibit unique physical processes,
and lessons learned from them can be applied to
understanding what occurred in the outer solar
system during its formation and early evolution.

But there’s always plenty to pitch in with at WAO,
and this summer Ledford found herself helping
out with the installation of the new telescope
[see story, left] which will more than double the
light-gathering power previously available to
students. With the able assistance of undergraduates like Ledford, the telescope is expected to see
its first light in the early fall.

Like its near-twin Pluto, Triton has a nitrogen
atmosphere in vapor-pressure equilibrium with

Ledford has become hooked on astronomical
observing and eagerly commutes out to Westford,

Michaye Ledford, pictured right. Image credit: M. Person

“every possible clear night,” she says. “In our free
time, before or after our objects have risen or set,
my group will point our telescopes at deep space
objects and take images. WAO is so special. I am
so lucky to have this facility available to me.”
“I just love seeing the stars, honestly. The vastness of space is both beautiful and humbling, and
we get to observe it. We get to analyze it. That’s
pretty cool.”
Michaye Ledford grew up near Tulsa, Oklahoma.
When she’s not stargazing, favorite activities include cuddling with her cat, reading (and writing)
sci-fi, and (sometimes) playing videogames.
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TO THE
MOON
AND
BACK
For the final Apollo missions,
EAPS Professor Emeritus Gene
Simmons spearheaded a scientific
communications campaign at NASA
that helped the public go along
for the ride.

BY RALEIGH MCELVERY, SM ’17
| MIT TECHNOLOGY REVIEW

ON DECEMBER 5, 1972, as hundreds of thousands gathered around Florida’s Kennedy Space
Center, an unnamed young man sat alone in his
red Vega reading Eudora Welty’s First Love. A New
York Times reporter asked him whether the event
about to take place was an important one. “Well,”
he said, “I’m a nihilist, so I don’t think anything’s
very important.” Even so, the reporter noted, the
man had traveled 700 miles and was prepared to
wait for days to witness the launch of Apollo 17,
the final mission of the Apollo program.

This outpouring of public support was nearly
unprecedented in the realm of science. With the
expansion of television and radio broadcasts,
audiences at home felt as close to the research
as those crowded around the space center.
Among the spectators was MIT geologist and
professor Gene Simmons, a pioneer of scientific outreach who was responsible—at least in
part—for fostering this widespread interest.
In October 1969, after only 4 years on the faculty at MIT, Simmons was named Chief Scientist of
the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center in Houston.
During his tenure there he created a series of
NASA guidebooks that outlined the final three
Apollo missions and were intended to accompany real-time television broadcasts.
“I wrote these guidebooks to help the public follow what was happening on the moon,” Simmons,
now Professor Emeritus in EAPS, recalls. “The idea
was to get more people involved in following the

missions.” He was personally invested in Apollo
17, since the rocket was transporting one of his
own experiments aimed at measuring the electrical properties of the moon’s surface.
That mission’s handbook, “On the Moon with
Apollo 17,” provided a detailed synopsis of the
daily agenda, the intended experiments, and
the fundamentals of orbital science. Black-andwhite photos from past missions and handdrawn diagrams of the scientific equipment
accompanied his text.
Although Apollo 17 was mankind’s sixth venture
to the moon, it was the first to include a civilian
scientist—geologist Harrison (Jack) Schmitt. Simmons’s book highlighted the geological mission,
detailing the rocky terrain of the landing site
and the copious samples to be collected, noting
that the moon’s several-billion-year history
is preserved in the lunar rocks, discernible by
shape, distribution, and location.
On December 11, after a four-day journey, Schmitt
and Captain Eugene Cernan touched down in
the narrow valley of Taurus-Littrow. With a lunar
rover vehicle, they traveled two miles to glean
samples of the relatively young, dark surface
material known as mantle. The next day, they
explored a much older mountain ridge, which
contained mysterious orange soil. Their last
outing took them to a steep mountain wall in the
north, where they found specimens far older than
those obtained during the first two moon trips.

arrison ac
c itt, t e first geologist astrona t, ends care ll in is sti spaces it to set p t e
Apollo nar r ace peri ents ac age A
containing scientific e peri ents to e deplo ed and
left on the lunar surface—part of which was designed by EAPS Professor Emeritus Gene Simmons.
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As Simmons noted in his guidebook, the stiff
spacesuits prevented the astronauts from
bending over, so they used specialized collecting
tools to reach the ground from their rover, and
documented each observation with cameras.
He also recounted what analyses of these samples would be likely to reveal about the moon—
including its age, its origin, and how its history
and geology compared with Earth’s.
In all, Simmons says the Government Printing
Office sold nearly 200,000 copies of his guidebook for a dollar apiece; and now, all that he
packed into 112 pages is available online.
On December 19, Apollo 17 sped back to Earth
carrying the last three men to visit the moon
and 249 pounds of lunar samples. Back at
Mission Control in Houston, where Simmons had
been monitoring the journey, the flight controllers celebrated the successful splashdown by
abandoning their consoles and lighting cigars.
As that day’s New York Times chronicled, “They
had been a part of history, and they knew it, and
knew that their years of effort were now in the
hands of history.” As for Simmons, he helped
make science a part of that history.
This story has been adapted from the original.
Find it online: http://bit.ly/simmons-moon
Read Prof. Simmons’ original Apollo 17 guidebook:
https://go.nasa.gov/2w8T384

NEW PLANETARY
FELLOWSHIP AWARDED
Jason Dittmann, a postdoctoral fellow in the Seager Group,
was the recipient of one of
the four inaugural 51 Pegasi
b Fellowships announced in
January by the Heising-Simons
Foundation. Named for the
first exoplanet discovered
orbiting a Sun-like star, the
new 51 Pegasi b Fellowships
are intended to give exceptional postdoctoral scientists
the opportunity to conduct
theoretical, observational,
and experimental research in
planetary astronomy.
Dittmann works to refine current observational tools and techniques to better characterize
a star’s physical attributes to aid in the detection of any potential exoplanets. He explains,
“Our end goal is to arrive at a point where we can start asking fundamental questions
about the composition and dynamics of a planet. But understanding these worlds requires
that we first understand their host stars.”
His investigations have focused on small, cool stars known as M Dwarfs, which are the most
abundant type in the Milky Way and are often the best targets when searching for habitable exoplanets. Making use of parallax techniques—applying multiple viewpoints to measure distances and collect data—he found that these small stars are similar in composition
to our Sun, providing a clue to what makes a star likely to have a planetary companion.
In this fellowship, Dittmann will continue his research into M-class stars as part of the
Seager Group’s work on the MIT-led NASA TESS (Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite)
mission [see page 12, this issue]. Launching in 2018, TESS will survey thousands of the
nearest such stars with the goal to discover the closest exoplanets which may be similar to
Earth, or Mars, or Venus, and to investigate their atmospheric chemistries—leading to more
knowledge of physical, and potentially biological, processes outside of our solar system.
Within weeks of the Heising-Simons Foundation fellowship announcement, Dittmann
made news in the journal Nature as lead author on a paper reporting the discovery of a
new rocky and temperate exoplanet. The 40 light-year distant super-Earth LHS 1140b
now joins Proxima Centauri b and the TRAPPIST planetary candidates at the top of the list
of most promising potentially habitable planets scientists have so far identified, and is a
prime target for atmospheric study.
--Katherine de Kleer, who was recently appointed to the EAPS faculty for 2019 [see page 10,
this issue], was also a recipient of one of the new 51 Pegasi b Fellowships.
The Heising-Simons Foundation is a family foundation based in Los Altos, California. The
foundation works with its many partners to advance sustainable solutions in climate and
clean energy, enable groundbreaking research in science, enhance the education of our
youngest learners, and support human rights for all people.
Original text source and image credit: Heising-Simons Foundation

Image credit: NASA; composite panorama: J. Fentress
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BUILDING
THE FUTURE
A newly-announced capital initiative promises major renovation and revitalization for the
Department of Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences and our home in the iconic Green Building.

DOMINATING THE MIT SKYLINE for over
fifty years, the Green Building has been a familiar
landmark for generations of MIT students. It has
also been a place of paradigm-shifting discoveries
in the earth, atmospheric, and planetary sciences.
This is where chaos theory and weather radar
were born. This is where Earth’s climate system is
modeled, where NASA missions are dreamed up,
where ocean warming and carbon sequestration
are investigated, where new understanding of
earthquakes, tectonic motion, and the evolution of
life on Earth are being developed, and where exoplanet discovery and research are being pioneered.

But the I.M.Pei-designed building which has
housed EAPS vibrant scientific community since
1965 is showing its age, and EAPS is now
suffering a serious lack of modern lab space and
facilities for students. So we are delighted to
announce MIT’s decision to move forward with
a $60—70M capital plan to upgrade the Green
2 6 E A P S S COP E | 2017-2018

Building’s infrastructure, and to provide EAPS with
20,000 square feet of new program space, subject
to a successful $30M fundraising campaign.
“EAPS is seeking to build a transformative addition to the Green Building and to renovate labs
in Building 4 for our scientists and students,”
says EAPS Department Head Robert van der Hilst.
“We are also eager to welcome the Environmental Solutions Initiative (ESI) into our building to
promote collaboration on climate and earth systems education and research. We need to continue to attract and retain top faculty and students.
This new program space for education, research,
and collaboration will be a game-changer for
the department.”
The Green Building addition and lab renovations
are among the Institute’s top capital fundraising
priorities in MIT’s Campaign for a Better World.
MIT is committed to supporting at least 50% of

the capital projects, including repairs to the Green
Building and modifications to bring it up to code.
EAPS needs to raise on the order of $30M to create a vibrant hub for the study of the earth and
environment and provide state of the art wet labs
in Building 4. The addition of a new earth and environment pavilion in the space that is currently
the infamous “wind tunnel” beneath the Green
Building will offer a new, welcoming entrance
atrium showcasing EAPS research and providing
access to EAPS and ESI headquarters. The pavilion will also host superior student study spaces,
classrooms, and conference rooms, and provide
improved access to the large lecture hall 54-100,
which will also be refurbished and brought into
the 21st century, greatly enhancing this crossroads at the heart of MIT’s buzzing campus.
MIT is now seeking philanthropic partners who
share our commitment to earth, atmospheric,
and planetary sciences and value the key role

NEW NEIGHBOR.
NEW POSSIBILITIES.
Artist’s conception, not final design.

that MIT scientists can play in understanding
the world around us, sharing that knowledge
with the world, and acting upon it. The new pavilion and labs come with several very attractive
naming opportunities. We are grateful for early
gifts from some of our leading supporters:
A. Neil Pappalardo and Neil Rasmussen and
Anna Winter Rasmussen. [see page 29, this issue]
--EAPS is eager to hear from other alumni/ae
and friends who would like to help realize our
vision and advance our research into the Earth,
planets, climate, and the origins and evolution
of life by supporting this new program space.
To find out how your gift could make an impact
on our research, or to inquire about naming
opportunities, please contact:

One of the exciting developments of the $60M+ capital improvement plan for
EAPS and the Green Building is the opportunity to co-locate with MIT’s Environmental Solutions Initiative (ESI). Through an MIT-supported seed fund program,
ESI solicits ideas from across the Institute for highly original interdisciplinary projects and unexpected collaborations, engaging wide participation by
members of the MIT community to address the most significant interdisciplinary
problems in our environment—spanning the physical and social sciences, engineering, and urban planning and policy.
ESI was founded in 2014 and charged by MIT President L. Rafael Reif with
leading the Institute’s, “drive to increase fundamental knowledge and accelerate
progress towards solutions around environment, climate, and human society.”
As ESI’s inaugural director, EAPS Susan Solomon launched the seed grant
program, laid the groundwork for the undergraduate Environment and Sustainability Minor, and led the search that culminated in the appointment of current
ESI Director John E. Fernandez. Reporting directly to Vice President for Research
Maria T. Zuber, ESI plays an active role in the implementation of MIT’s Plan for
Climate Action and collaborates closely with partners in departments, labs, and
centers across MIT, as well as with undergraduate and graduate student groups.
With climate science and earth systems as a shared priority, EAPS and ESI are
eager to collaborate and enjoy the synergies that will arise from shared space.
Learn more about ESI: https://environmentalsolutions.mit.edu

Angela Ellis, EAPS Senior Development Officer
617-253-5796 | aellis@mit.edu
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FRIENDS OF EAPS

A FORWARD-THINKING GIFT
FOR FORWARD-THINKING
RESEARCH
Peter A. Gilman PhD ‘66 (XIX) is
making a major investment in the
future of EAPS exoplanet research
with his support for the SPECULOOS
telescope project.

WHEN PETER GILMAN was 13, his brother
yanked open an upstairs window during Hurricane Carol to show him how the tops of the
trees stilled as the eye of the hurricane passed
over their Connecticut home. His fascination
with meteorology was sparked, and it eventually
led him, via a physics degree at Harvard, to graduate studies with Victor Starr in Course XIX at
MIT—his brother, Donald Gilman PhD ‘57, having
preceded him in Course XIX by a few years.

With Starr’s encouragement, he decided to apply
his knowledge of fluid dynamics to understand
the differential rotation and global magnetic
fields of the Sun. His PhD thesis forged new
ground but, to his dismay, was first rejected for
publication before, “it was rescued by Edward
Lorenz,” who published it in the Journal of
Atmospheric Sciences. Gilman’s choice of solar
problems after receiving his PhD was also significantly influenced by Jule Charney.
After nearly five decades at NCAR, Gilman is
still publishing papers, and his notable career
was recognized with the American Astronomical Society’s Hale Prize in 2006, “for his unique
insights and substantial scientific achievements
in understanding the dynamics of the solar
convection zone and the mechanism of the Sun’s
magnetic dynamo.” Today, he remains a leader in
the field of magneto-fluid dynamics of the Sun
and stars, and as Senior Scientist Emeritus at the
High Altitude Observatory of NCAR he goes to
work daily with his wife Dr. Peggy LeMone, also a
Senior Scientist Emerita at NCAR.
But Gilman’s interest in stars extends well
beyond our own Sun. After reading about the
2 8 E A P S S COP E | 2017-2018

TRAPPIST-1 system discoveries, and the potential
for MIT to join the SPECULOOS consortium—
through EAPS postdoc Julien de Wit—by acquiring a dedicated telescope to expand the search
for exoplanets around ultra-cool stars, Gilman
was inspired to make a gift to help. He decided
to establish the Peter A. Gilman Fund with an
expendable gift of $100,000, pledged over two
years, to help with the SPECULOOS project.
“I just got to thinking,” said Gilman, “I felt it was
time to recognize what my MIT education had
done for my career and to give back. I was very
pleased that MIT was pioneering exoplanet
research. MIT has always been, and always will
be forward-looking.”
Gilman is using distributions from his retirement fund to fund his gift, which is the largest
philanthropic investment he has ever made.
EAPS Department Head Robert van der Hilst was
delighted, saying, “This gift will help us to move
forward with the SPECULOOS project, and to stay
on the leading edge of exoplanetary research.”
After receiving news that de Wit had been
named the MIT Technology Review’s Under 35
Innovator of the Year (Belgium) just a few days
after making his gift, Gilman emailed EAPS to
say, “Neat! It makes me begin to feel like I am a
venture capitalist!”
--For more information about establishing a
named fund to support the SPECULOOS project
or other EAPS research, please contact:
Angela Ellis, EAPS Senior Development Officer
617-253-5796 | aellis@mit.edu

FRIENDS OF EAPS

NEW LABS FOR EAPS

New gifts from longtime friends of EAPS enable major lab renovation project

EAPS faculty could benefit from state of the
art labs in Building 4 as soon as 2020, thanks
to the support of EAPS Visiting Committee
members Neil Pappalardo ‘64 (VI) and Neil
Rasmussen ‘76 (VI-1), SM ‘80 (VI). Their early
gifts towards EAPS $30M capital fundraising
campaign for building needs have helped to
secure 10,000 square feet of desirable wet lab
space that will be redesigned and customized
for EAPS researchers.

In the McGee Lab, graduate student Christine Chen
works to produce a quantitative and precisely-dated
record of past hydroclimate changes in the AltiplanoPuna region of the central Andes.
Image credit: Kent Dayton

Neil Rasmussen and Anna Winter Rasmussen
stepped forward with a generous $3M pledge
for the lab renovation project that will be used
to provide climate science research and teaching labs on the fourth floor of Building 4. This
gift complements their earlier generous gift to
endow the Norman C. Rasmussen Fellowship
Fund which supports EAPS graduate students
in climate science. Neil, who is also Chair of the
EAPS Patrons Circle, has spoken many times
about the importance of supporting climate
science at MIT.
Neil Pappalardo has been supporting EAPS
renovation efforts since 2014 with generous
annual gifts. The Pappalardo Fund for EAPS has

so far helped to create three modern labs inside
the Green Building for some of EAPS newest
faculty members: Kristin Bergmann, Andrew
Babbin and Matěj Peč. Pappalardo’s priority is
to help EAPS renovate the Green Building, but
he has kindly agreed to allocate part of the
Pappalardo Fund to underwrite the new labs in
Building 4.
“We are tremendously grateful to Neil and
Anna Rasmussen and Neil Pappalardo as the
new labs will ensure that EAPS can continue to
recruit world-class faculty and students whose
research requires wet labs—especially in our
quest to understand climate change and the
co-evolution of life and environmental systems
on Earth, and perhaps elsewhere,” says Department Head Robert van der Hilst, who sees yet
another benefit to the expanded lab space:
“Such an expansion of lab space would not be
possible in the Green Building, but locating
EAPS faculty in the iconic main building group
at the center of campus could also catalyze exciting new synergies—after all, cross-pollination
and interdisciplinary work is in the spirit of MIT
and one of the hallmarks of EAPS research.”

PATRONS CIRCLE 2017

STANDING UP FOR SCIENCE
Founded in 2015, EAPS Patrons Circle honors
donors who have committed a major gift ($75K
or more) to support current or future graduate
students in the Department of Earth, Atmospheric
and Planetary Sciences. Patrons Circle members
ensure that EAPS can attract the brightest and
best students and recruit and retain top faculty.
Every year Patrons can meet their students and
hear about their progress. In April, they gathered
in Kendall Square to enjoy dinner together and
to hear some lively talks. Grace B. Kerr Fellow
Marie Zawadowicz, a student in Professor Dan
Cziczo’s lab, talked about research using mass
spectrometry of single aerosol particles to
improve our understanding of cloud physics, and
postdoc Julien de Wit spoke about the recent
TRAPPIST-1 planetary system discovery, and his

role leading the planets’ atmospheric characterizations in the quest to seek signs of life.
EAPS Patrons Circle Chair Neil Rasmussen ’76,
SM ’80 spoke about early scientists who were
willing to risk standing up for science and
technology in an age of doubt and to venture
controversial views about the possible existence
of life on other planets. Rasmussen reflected
on recent trends that seem to be leading to
the suppression of climate science, advocating
eloquently for the continued importance of
supporting science and the study of our planet
to safeguard our future.
New Patrons Circle members are always welcome.
Please contact Angela Ellis at aellis@mit.edu
http://bit.ly/eaps-giving

2016-17 Norman C. Rasmussen Fellows Ziwei Li and
Tristan Abbot with Patrons Circle Chair Neil Rasmussen

Professor Dan Cziczo with Patrons Circle member Patricia
alla an and A
e elop ent ficer Angela llis
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GRADUATE STUDENT
RESEARCH PROFILES
EKATERINA BOLOTSKAYA

ZHUCHANG ZHAN

Throughout my life I found rocks fascinating. It’s no surprise that now, as a first-year PhD student in geophysics at
MIT, I’m dealing with…rocks!

In just two decades, the study of exoplanets has blossomed into a prominent field in planetary science—and
one prime goal is to answer whether life exists beyond
the solar system. My advisor, Sara Seager, and her team are
confident that the search for biosignature gases in future
observations of exoplanetary atmospheres will be the key.
But which gases should scientists be looking for?

I have been working with Professor Bradford Hager on the
theory of fracturing and friction, explaining the origin and
the features of faults’ motion through finite element simulations of shear faulting. I have also been studying fracture
mechanisms experimentally with Professor Brian Evans,
exploring fracture transmissivity for fractures of different
roughness using different fluids with Solnhofen limestone
samples. Our first experiment tested argon gas. We cored
and polished the sample, created an artificial fracture with
a certain roughness, attached all the sensors (it was really
exciting to recall my soldering skills) and operated the
triaxial loading machine. I really enjoyed the process and
now I’m moving to data processing and coming up with
some initial results.

LEFT
In the lab, Ekaterina
Bolotskaya solders
sensors onto a rock
sample to better
understand the
mechanisms behind
fault fractures.
RIGHT
Using complex
computer models,
Zhuchang Zhan
tries to simulate all
atmospheric scenarios
which might allow
biosignature gases
to be detected on
faraway planets.
Images courtesy:
E. Bolotskaya; Z. Zhan
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I also spent this past summer at Shell Technology Center
in Bangalore, working on Groningen gas field subsidence
data and associated induced seismicity, possibly occurring
as a result of gas production. The measurements were made
using InSAR Persistent Scatterer technique for multiple
points (~500,000). My responsibility was to filter the points
based on the properties of the underlying surface—e.g. if
it’s part of a building, or a road, or a forest using the data
exported from Open Street Map—and assign the relative
error to the respective measurement groups.

While a few biosignature gases are prominent in Earth’s
atmospheric spectrum (O₂, CH₄, N₂O as familiar examples),
life on Earth is known to produce thousands of different
gases. Scientists theorize that some may be able to accumulate at similar or higher levels (e.g., dimethyl sulfide
and CH₃Cl) in exo-Earths’ atmospheres, depending on their
ecology and surface and atmospheric chemistry. To maximize the chance of recognizing signs of life, we take the
approach that all stable and potentially volatile molecules
should initially be considered as viable biosignature gases.
Starting with a spectra database of a much wider range
of volatile molecules than would typically be included, we
then eliminate gases that are not detectable in the context
of transit spectroscopy. Then, for the promising molecules,
we construct atmospheric simulation models to explore
their detectability under a variety of atmospheric scenarios
and biochemistries. The complexity of the models and the
multiplicity of atmospheric spectra we are producing have
also led us to begin employing machine learning methods
to explore the parameters in which a gas can be detectable.

LEFT
Working in the Bosak
and Ono Labs,
Jeemin Rhim seeks to
understand how the
effects of biological
and non-biological
processes manifest
in the geochemical
signatures of
methane.
RIGHT
Tristan Abbot is using
a new approach
to modeling cloud
behavior in order to
better understand
how changes in

JEEMIN RHIM

TRISTAN ABBOTT

Methane is an important energy source, a potent global
warming agent, and a potential biosignature in subsurface and extraterrestrial environments. Accurately
identifying the sources of methane is important in many
different fields. One widely used geochemical tracer for
this purpose is the bulk isotopic composition of methane
(i.e. the ratios of heavy to light carbon and hydrogen
atoms). We can make inferences about the processes that
produced methane by quantifying how “heavy” or “light”
the total populations of carbon and hydrogen atoms
are in a sample. A recently-emerged tracer is clumped
isotopologue abundance. Clumped isotopologues are rare
types of molecules that have more than one heavy atom
in one molecule (e.g. ¹³CH₃D for methane). By measuring
how abundant these rare, “extra heavy” molecules are, we
can track the temperature at which a sample of methane
formed or last equilibrated with the environment.

Global climate models, our primary tool for predicting the
effects of climate change, have a hard time predicting future changes in clouds and rainfall. Because we don’t have
the computer power to simulate every cloud and every
raindrop on the planet, climate models have to represent
them in a simplified way. These simplifications—called
parameterizations by climate scientists—lead to uncertainties in everything from how much warming greenhouse
gas emissions will cause to how climate change will affect
the distribution and intensity of precipitation.

Our interpretation of these geochemical tracers heavily depends on empirical observations; we can reproduce methane-forming processes in the laboratory and
constrain the range of ensuing isotopic compositions.
However, one major outstanding question is that methane
produced via the same process in the laboratory often
does not reproduce the isotopic signatures observed in nature. I am specifically focusing on unraveling the apparent
discrepancy between microbial methane from laboratory
cultures and from natural environments. By combining
culturing and analytical techniques, I aim to better understand the correlation between microbial methanogenic
processes and the resulting isotopic signatures under
different and environmentally relevant conditions. This
will help us better constrain the origin of methane, as
microbial methanogenesis is the greatest natural source of
methane. I greatly enjoy the aspect of applying principles
that govern at atomic and microscopic levels to investigate
larger-scale geochemical processes.

climate might affect
future rainfall—with
implications for
building better future
global models.
Image credits: H. Hill

Part of my research tries to address some of these
uncertainties by using a different type of computational
model. The models I use, which are called cloud-resolving
models, are missing a lot of the components of a global
climate model. They don’t, for example, represent global
ocean circulations or changes in sea ice coverage, and they
usually only simulate a limited part of Earth’s atmosphere.
Although this might seem like a disadvantage, it allows
them to spend a lot of computing power on the cloud
and precipitation processes that global climate models
struggle with.
Updrafts inside of individual clouds are one of the important processes that I can look at using cloud-resolving
models. Because these updrafts lift moist air and allow
the moisture to condense, their speed plays an important role in determining rainfall intensities. By running
cloud-resolving model experiments that vary things like
sea surface temperatures, atmospheric humidity, and the
separation between clouds, I’m working on understanding
how changes in Earth’s climate are likely to affect updraft
speeds and, in turn, rainfall rates. Comparing these results
with climate model runs will improve our best guess of
how rainfall is likely to change in the future and might
suggest better ways to parameterize clouds and precipitation in global climate models.
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DOCTORAL DEGREES AWARDED [2017]
NAME

PROGRAM

ADVISOR

THESIS TITLE

Alec S. Bogdanoff*

Physical
Oceanography

J. Thomas Farrar &
Carol Ann Clayson

Physics of Diurnal Warm Layers: Turbulence, Internal Waves, and Lateral
Mixing

Sophie N. Chu*

Chemical
Oceanography

Zhauhui Aleck Wang Capturing Dynamics of Marine Inorganic Carbon Fluxes From Diurnal to
Decadal Timescales

Martina Coccia

Geophysics

Thomas Herring

Processing Strategies Optimization and Error Mitigation of Geodetic
Measurements

James R. Collins*

Chemical
Oceanography

Benjamin Van Mooy

The Remineralization of Marine Organic Matter by Diverse Biological and
Abiotic Processes

Thomas M. DeCarlo*

Marine Geology

Anne Cohen

Coral Biomineralization, Climate Proxies and the Sensitivity of Coral Reefs
to CO2-Driven Climate Change

Michael P. Eddy

Geology

Oliver Jagoutz

High-Resolution Temporal Records of Magmatism, Sedimentation, and
Faulting at Evolving Plate Boundaries

Anton Ermakov

Planetary Sciences

Maria Zuber

Geophysical Investigation of Vesta, Ceres and the Moon Using Gravity and
Topography Data

Emily R. Estes*

Chemical
Oceanography

Colleen Hansel

Geochemical Controls on the Distribution and Composition of Biogenic and
Sedimentary Carbon

Guy N. Evans*

Marine Geology

Margaret Tivey

Trace Element Proxies and Mineral Indicators of Hydrothermal Fluid
Composition and Seafloor Massive Sulfide Deposit Formation Processes

Nicholas J. Hawco*

Chemical
Oceanography

Mak Saito

The Cobalt Cycle in the Tropical Pacific Ocean

Jordon D. Hemingway*

Geochemistry

Valier V. Galy

Understanding Terrestrial Organic Carbon Export: A Time-Series Approach

Gregory W. Horning*

Marine Geophysics

Juan Pablo Canales

Geophysical and Geochemical Constraints on the Evolution of Oceanic
Lithosphere From Formation to Subductions

Evan M. Howard*

Chemical
Oceanography

Rachel Stanley &
Scott Wankel

Ecosystem Metabolism in Salt Marsh Tidal Creeks and Ponds: Applying
Triple Oxygen Isotopes and Other Gas Tracers to Novel Environments

Kimberly L. Huppert

Geology

J. Taylor Perron

Climatic and Geodynamic Influences on Ocean Island Geomorphology

Winifred M. Johnson*

Chemical
Oceanography

Elizabeth
Kujawinski

Linking Microbial Metabolism and Organic Matter Cycling Through
Metabolite Distributions in the Ocean

Isabela A. Le Bras*

Physical
Oceanography

John M. Toole

Dynamics of North Atlantic Western Boundary Currents

Cara C. M. Manning*

Chemical
Oceanography

Rachel Stanley &
David Nicholson

Insight into Chemical, Biological, and Physcal Processes in Coastal Waters
from Dissolved Oxygen and Inert Gas Tracers

Kelly A. Ogden*

Physical
Oceanography

Karl Helfrich

Internal Hydraulic Jumps with Upstream Shear

Emily K. Sarafian*

Marine Geophysics

Rob Evans &
Glenn Gaetani

Geophysical and Petrological Constraints on Ocean Plate Dynamics

Sarah Z. Rosengard*

Chemical
Oceanography

Valier Galy &
Phoebe Lam

Novel Analytical Strategies for Tracing the Organic Carbon Cycle in Marine
and Riverine Particles

Daniel A. Rothenberg

Atmospheric Science

Chien Wang

Fundamental Aerosol-Cloud Interactions and their Influence on the Aerosol
Indirect Effect on Climate

ZhenLiang Tian

Planetary Sciences

Maria Zuber

A Dynamo Case Study of Mercury, and the Early Orbital and Thermal
Evolution of the Moon
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DOCTORAL DEGREES AWARDED [2017]
NAME

PROGRAM

ADVISOR

THESIS TITLE

David T. Wang*

Geochemistry

Shuhei Ono

The Geochemistry of Methane Isotopologues

Lucas A. Willemsen

Geophysics

Alison Malcolm

Problems with a Localized Nature in Exploration Seismology

Emily Zakem

Climate Physics and
Chemistry

Mick Follows

Linking Microbes and Climate: Insights into the Marine Oxygen and
Nitrogen Cycles with Microbial Metabolic Functional Types

Ning Zhao*

Marine Geology

Lloyd Keigwin

Reconstructing Deglacial Ocean Ventilation Using Radiocarbon: Data and
Inverse Modeling

* Jointly awarded through the MIT-WHOI Joint Program

MASTERS DEGREES AWARDED [2017]
NAME

PROGRAM

ADVISOR

THESIS TITLE

Lubna K. Al Barghouty

Geophysics

Dale Morgan

On Relative Permeability: A New Approach to Two-phase Fluid Flow in
Porous Media

Marwah Al Ismail

Earth and Planetary
Sciences

Dale Morgan

On the Relationship between Compressional Wave Velocity of Saturated
Porous Rocks and Density: Theory and Application

Ali F. Aljishi

Earth and Planetary
Sciences

Michael Fehler

Detection and Identification of Converted Modes and Source Independent
Converted Phase Imaging: Groningen, The Netherlands

Saleh M. Al Nasser

Earth and Planetary
Sciences

Dale Morgan

A Comparison of Electric and Hydraulic Approaches to Fluid Flow
Simulation and Hydraulic Parameters Inversion

Jared W. G. Atkinson

Earth and Planetary
Sciences

Sara Seager

Cryogenic Deformation of Two Comet and Asteroid Analogs Under Varying
Conditions of Saturation

BACHELORS DEGREES AWARDED [2017]
NAME

PROGRAM

ADVISOR

THESIS TITLE

Costa D. Christopoulos

EAPS - Course XII

Daniel Cziczo

A Machine-Learning Approach to Aerosol Classification for Single-Particle
Mass Spectrometry

Brynna G. Downey

EAPS - Course XII

Jack Wisdom

Finding the Location of Planet Nine

Libby P. Koolik

EAPS - Course XII

Daniel Cziczo

Characterization of a 3D Printed Pumped Counterflow Virtual Impactor and
an Aerodynamic Lens Concentrator

Ishara Nisley

EAPS - Course XII

Amanda Bosh &
Elisabeth Newton

Transit Timing Variations of the Exoplanet K2-25b

Warittha Panasawatwong

EAPS - Course XII

Paul O'Gorman

Estimating Climate Sensitivity Using Lower-Troposphere Temperature
Response to Volcanic Aerosols

Elizabeth N. Rider

EAPS - Course XII

Noelle Selin

Return Levels of Extreme Ozone Events in Urban Areas of the Northeast
United States

Madonna K. Yoder

EAPS - Course XII

Taylor Perron

Lower Charles River Bathymetry: 108 Years of Fresh Water
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THE 2017-2018

EAPS GRADUATE FELLOWS
Tristan Abbott

Michaela Fendrock

Clara Maurel

Eric Beaucé

Manuel Flores Torrez

Meghana Ranganathan

Patrick Beaudry

Samuel Goldberg

Raphael Rousseau-Rizzi

Ekaterina Bolotskaya

Ziwei Li

Kasturi Shah

Cauê Borlina

Megan Lickley

Catherine Wilka

Tajana Erjavec

Jonathan Lin

Jeehyun Yang

EAPS-ERL Alumni & Friends
Reception at the SEG 2017 Meeting

EAPS Alumni & Friends Reception
at the AGU 2017 Fall Meeting

September 26, 2017 | 6-8pm
The Westin Houston Downtown
Houston, Texas

December 11, 2017 | 6-8pm
The Westin New Orleans Canal Place
New Orleans, Louisiana

4th Annual William F. Brace Lecture
— with Kirk Johnson of the Smithsonian
National Museum of Natural History

7th Annual John Carlson Lecture:
A Brief History of Environmental
Successes — with Susan Solomon

MIT on Chaos, Climate and Prediction:
Celebrating the Legacy of Jule Charney
and Ed Lorenz

EAPS Patrons Circle
Reception and Dinner

October 26, 2017 | 7-9pm
Simons IMAX Theater
New England Aquarium, Boston
To register: http://bit.ly/carlson2017

This two-day symposium will run
from February 1-2, 2018
MIT, Kendall Square, Cambridge
Please contact John Marshall to receive
an invitation | jmarsh@mit.edu

by invitation
Spring 2018
MIT, Kendall Square, Cambridge
For more information please contact:
Angela Ellis | aellis@mit.edu

Grayce B. Kerr Fellow
Atmospheric Science
Advisor: Tim Cronin

Theodore R. Madden Fellow
Geophysics
Advisor: Robert van der Hilst

Sven Treitel Fellow
Geology, Geochemistry, and Geobiology
Advisors: Tim Grove & Shuhei Ono

M. Nafi Toksöz Fellow
Geophysics
Advisor: Brad Hager

Grayce B. Kerr Fellow
Planetary Science
Advisor: Ben Weiss

Whiteman Fellow
Planetary Science
Advisor: Dan Cziczo

Norman C. Rasmussen Fellow
Marine Geology & Geophysics
Advisor: David McGee

Robert R. Shrock Fellow
Geophysics
Advisor: German Prieto

Patrick Hurley Fellow
Geology, Geochemistry, and Geobiology
Advisor: Taylor Perron

Warren G. Klein Fellow
Atmospheric Science
Advisor: Paul O’Gorman

Callahan-Dee Fellow
Atmospheric Science
Advisor: Susan Solomon

Norman C. Rasmussen Fellow
Atmospheric Science
Advisor: Kerry Emanuel

Whiteman Fellow
Planetary Science
Advisor: Ben Weiss

Norman C. Rasmussen Fellow
Atmospheric Science
Advisor: Sai Ravela

J.H. and E.V. Wade Fellow
Atmospheric Science
Advisor: Kerry Emanuel

Frederick Middleton Fellow
Climate Physics & Chemistry
Advisor: Susan Solomon

John H. Carlson Fellow
Climate Physics & Chemistry
Advisor: Susan Solomon

Whiteman Fellow
Geology, Geochemistry, and Geobiology
Advisor: Shuhei Ono

EAPS UPCOMING EVENTS

For more EAPS lectures and events please visit: http://eapsweb.mit.edu/events

March 8, 2018 | 6-7pm
Lecture hall venue TBA
MIT, Kendall Square, Cambridge

SUPPORT THE
DEPARTMENT
Earth. Planets. Climate. Life.
The Department of Earth, Atmospheric and
Planetary Sciences (EAPS) is MIT’s hub for interdisciplinary research into the inaccessible depths
of Earth, distant planets, and asteroids, turbulent
oceans and atmospheres, and the origins of life.

The important discoveries made by our faculty
and students provide vital data to guide policy-makers and our partners in academia and
industry toward a more sustainable future for
our planet.

We are training tomorrow’s scientific leaders.
Our fundamental research seeks to understand
all aspects of the natural world, leading us to a
better understanding of today’s unprecedented
global challenges—like climate change, pollution of our air and waters, escalating risks from
hurricanes, earthquakes, landslides, rising seas,
and threatened natural resources.

Gifts from alumni/ae and friends power EAPS
education and research. Our faculty and students need your support to fuel their pioneering
work. With federal funding for research under
increasing threat, your annual support is essential to ensure that EAPS can continue to be an
intellectual leader, and to attract and support
world-class students and faculty.

Giving Opportunities
Every single gift has an impact upon the
strength of our department. Please consider
an annual gift to EAPS, or a major gift, or a gift
through your estate plan. Become a member
of the EAPS Patrons Circle by making a gift or
pledge of $75,000 or more either to name a
graduate fellowship for an academic year or
to add to an existing endowed fellowship fund.
Or endow your own named fellowship with
a gift of $1M to help support one graduate
student per year in perpetuity. Or make your
gift to any EAPS fund:
• EAPS Discretionary Fund (2734903)
provides the most flexible support for EAPS.
(e.g. to seed new research, provide start-up
funds for new faculty, acquire equipment, or
pay for student enrichment activities)
• EAPS Graduate Student Support Fund
(3857220) provides expendable funding for
EAPS graduate students regardless of specialty,
and can help leverage other student support
• James L. Elliot Graduate Student Support
Fund (3297565) – supports graduate students
in planetary science
• M. Nafi Toksöz Fellowship Fund (3311750) —
supports graduate students in geophysics

• Theodore Richard Madden ’49 Fellowship
Fund (3305800) — supports graduate students
in geology and geophysics
• Sven Treitel ’53 Graduate Student Support
Fund (3312160) — supports graduate students
in geophysics and other disciplines

For a full list of EAPS funds, and to make a gift
online, please visit: http://bit.ly/eaps-giving
To make a gift of appreciated stock, to support
our building campaign, or for other inquiries
about giving opportunities, please contact
Angela Ellis, EAPS Senior Development Officer:
617.253.5796 | aellis@mit.edu
Or visit our website:
https://eapsweb.mit.edu/giving-alumni

Thank you for your continuing support for
EAPS and MIT. All gifts are counted towards
the MIT Annual Fund and the MIT Campaign
for a Better World.
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Artist’s conception of an extrasolar planetary system. Credit: ESO/L.Calçada/Nick Risinger

Visit us on the web:

http://eapsweb.mit.edu

Follow us:
facebook.com/EAPS.MIT
twitter.com/eapsMIT
flickr.com/photos/eapsmit

